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Work by Adrianne Rubenstein (left) and Edgar Bryan (right) 

 
Reyes Projects is pleased to present two exhibitions of new work by artists Edgar Bryan and 
Adrianne Rubenstein. Both exhibitions will open on Friday, December 1, 2017 with a reception 
from 6-8PM.  
 
On the upper level of the gallery, Los Angeles-based artist Edgar Bryan presents a selection of 
brightly hued paintings and ceramic sculptures that reference the freeing jouissance of the ocean 
on a summer day. Surfers carving across day-glo waves, playful ceramic sea life, the work 
vibrates in the gallery with electric color and curvy connectivity. Furthering his interest in openness 
and collaboration, Bryan worked with artist friends and children to create a seashore environment 
of ceramics. In past paintings, Bryan engaged a signature New Yorker illustration style and self-
portraiture with ultra-thin washes rather than impasto oil as a way to negate myths of artistic 
authority. Here, his purposefully cartoonish approach suggests both innocence and a willful 
irreverence.  
 
On the lower level, viewers will encounter a group of five new paintings by New York–based artist 
Adrianne Rubenstein. Typical of her practice, these new works emit an intuitive and frenetic 
power. Similar to Bryan, there is a subversive playfulness in her craft – the charge between texture 
and gesture is abstract, estranging the familiarity of her subjects. Her paintings call forth a natural 



 

 

state of being, blurring identifiable totems with complex backgrounds to reintroduce the viewer’s 
focus. 
 
ABOUT EDGAR BRYAN 
Edgar Bryan lives and works in Los Angeles, CA. Bryan has had numerous solo exhibitions in the 
U.S. and Europe. His most recent project aimed to integrate his art and bookmaking practices 
within the pop culture context of LA Art Book Fair. Bryan’s work is held in the public collection’s 
of  The Getty Center, in Los Angeles; The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Hammer 
Museum, Los Angeles; The Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art, Oslo. This will be the artist’s 
debut exhibition with Reyes Projects.  
 
ABOUT ADRIANNE RUBENSTEIN 
Adrianne Rubenstein earned her MFA from the San Francisco Institute of Art in 2011. Born in 
Canada, Rubenstein lives and works in New York City. In 2017 Ruberstein had a solo exhibiton 
at Fourteen30 Contemporary, Portland. She realized solo exhbitions in 2016 at The Pit, LA; White 
Columns, NY and Halsey McKay, East Hampton. Most recently Rubenstein curated a a large-
scale group exhibition titled Geranium, at Stems Gallery in Brussels. Rubenstein is a director at 
artist driven CANADA Gallery in New York City. She is currently co-organizing CANADA’s booth 
at NADA Miami Beach, where she is also showing new paintings with LA’s The Pit and White 
Columns. 
 
ABOUT REYES PROJECTS 
Reyes Projects was established by Terese Reyes in 2017, Reyes Projects is a contemporary 
art gallery in  Birmingham, Michigan. The gallery occupies a 4,600 square foot space in the 
newly-renovated landmark Wachler Jewelry building on Old Woodward Avenue. Reyes Projects 
will reveal five exhibitions a year dedicated to emerging and mid-career artists. It is with such 
presentations that the gallery seeks to reveal a profile both internationally renowned and 
regional in dialogue. Collaborating with local patrons and institutions alike, the gallery hopes to 
continue to diversify and strengthen Detroit’s burgeoning arts community. 
 
For more information, please visit www.reyesprojects.com or email info@reyesprojects.com.  
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